Installation process of SAVER 9H coating
[1. Notice]
1. It takes 3 days to reach 9H hardness after application.
2. Please do not put key, cigarette lighter, metal accessory with phone in your pocket or bag
within 3 days after application.
3. If you use booktype case for your phone, please be careful of credit cards not to touch/push
surface of phone within 3 days.
4. The lifespan of coating film is 2 years after application.
5. After application, SAVER coating cannot be removed.
6. If you coat iPad mini size, please repeat following application in 2 times in left and right
side of screen.
7. If you coat iPad size (9-10 inches), please repeat following application in 3 times in left,
center, and right side of screen.
[2. Before application]
1. Please ask customer sign "Letter of agreement (disclaimer letter)" that explains benefit,
protection, treatment, warranty of SAVER.
2. After customer signs, please ask customer turn off phone, remove case and cover from
phone.
3. After turning off phone, please ask customer whether he/she has dropped phone before.
4. Please check surface of phone screen whether there is crack, scratch or not. (to avoid
claim)
* Better to check in the reflection of light. Please put phone in the position of your eyes.
[3. Screen cleaning]
- Please put small towel on the table so as not to damage customer's phone.
- Please wash your hand, wipe table before starting application.
1. Apply SAVER cleaner with 4-5 pushes in the yellow microfiber cloth.
2. Wipe screen with small circle x 3 lines x 2 times.
3. Fold facial tissue in two times. Apply water with 4-5 pushes in facial tissue.
4. Clean up screen with facial tissue.
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5. Wipe and dry screen with another yellow microfiber cloth.
6. Please make sure that phone screen got dry enough.
[4. Application of SAVER]
1. Fold facial tissues in two times.
2. Apply SAVER with 2-3 drops to the screen. (number of drops depends on screen size, or
speed of application *2 drops : iPhone 5s, 3 drops : iPhone 6s Plus, 4 drops : iPad mini)
3. Wipe the cap of bottle, close cap tightly before starting application.
4. Spread SAVER on screen WITHIN 10 SECONDS.
* Please be careful SAVER not to be coated in the part of ear phone, SD card, charger.
5. Wait 30-50 seconds to get dry. (waiting time depends on temperature of room)
6. Wipe SAVER off from screen with yellow microfiber cloth that you used when you wiped
screen.
* small fast circle x 3 lines.
* don't push screen when you wipe
* if the coating film is hard or dry, please apply water in microfiber cloth.
* Please make sure the liquid is wiped off well from screen with holding phone in the position
of your eyes, in the reflection of light.
You finished coating 1 layer.
Please repeat [4] again to make 2nd layer.
[5. After coating]
1. Please make sure no liquid, dust, trace of wiping are left on screen.
2. Please ask customer turn on phone.
3. Please ask customer put cover or case on.
4. Please give 1 microfiber cloth (that you used when cleaning screen) to customer (to keep
their phone clean, to make them advertise SAVER to their friends)
5. Please dispose microfiber cloth that you used in application of SAVER (it gets hard within
10-15 minutes. Please don't use old microfiber cloth because it might damage phone)
6. Please make sure that the cap is closed tightly. (If liquid contacts air long time, the liquid
gets solid quickly)
7. Please keep SAVER bottle in the dry, cool place. (possible to keep in the refrigerator)
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